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Three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – 

learning experience in your institution: 

 

 1-There are insufficient teaching staff. 2-There are insufficient time period for covering the 

syllabus. 3-There are insufficient books in the library for study. 

 It is good but can be best 



 Overall teaching process is good...i personally talking about only my dept. That it is good 

but due to the university function and official holiday we always get busy in other works 

instead of study so we can't interact much with our teachers , we can't get the practical 

knowledge of the concern subject and mainly we have less basic knowledge because only 

we have few time to our exams...so its request to maintain all the academic function within 

a proper time , do examination on announced date and daclare the result in short time...so 

that student will not suffer.... 

 At first fullfilment of faculty and the coordination between teachers and open and free 

discussion with teachers and students is very essential.. 

 Due to lack of teachers the teaching process is very bad .And also the teacher should be 

well trained for the making of students bright future. thank you . 

 Solar system in library ,24 hrs WiFi & needs more faculties 

 Bring Some compines to our Campus about our job at the end of our academic year. Thats 

All. Thank you 🙂 

 Government institutions should avail the facility of campus selection 

 Extremely good and effective 

 It would be very helpful for students to perform better, if there would be a performance 

monitoring system or committee, which would be constructed by assigning a group of 

students per the teacher & the teachers would be assigned the responsibility of each 

students in the group to improve overall institutional research quality. 

 Rather focusing on completing the syllabus courses,teachers should focus on quality 

teaching and how to make the student completely understand the subject to acquire 

knowledge.. I would like to request the university authority, vc and other teaching staffs to 

bring more and more companies and MNCs for placements of students...  

 Recruitment of teachers must be fair enough and can be conducted by national agency. 

Feedback system should be strong. Teachers research ability and progress should be 

monitored by mhrd or similar agency. 

 More young and talented faculties required who can teach by following latest global trends. 

2. Career opportunities are negligible. University should focus little more towards its 

students employment and alumnus connections could be improved. 3. Moreover, students 

also should have the willing power to think and do out of box. They should feel proud 



whatever they are getting and being a part of this University. Regards, Swaroop Kumar 

Sahu MCA 2014-17 

 Xxx 

 Good 

 Try know what is students want you? What are confuse student mind try to know that? 

 show a good voice towards students 

 Berhampur University 

 1_Always give assignment tasks to students for dailybase 2_Conduct weekly and monthly 

examinations 3_Try to find student's weaknesses and help them to overcome  

 Nyc 

 Nothing 

 Ppt presentation regularly Seminar classes regularly Unit text exam in every week 

 Every thing is satisfactory 

 Satisfactory teaching style. 

 I thing , all teacher should be take major decisions for regular classes. 

 In time exam and Result  

 Regular classes should be ensured. Encouraging students to give periodic feedback about 

teaching from each students should be made mandatory. Teachers' competencies should be 

checked at regular intervals to ensure they are updates with the contemporary 

knowledge.Teachers are to be rated by students and the top rated teachers shall get 

rewarded. 

 Time management 

 Our reference books should be available in a sufficient no in central library. Our syllabus 

should be like national level universities... Also we science students should much focus on 

experiment . Odd semester examination exam should occur in 1st week of January and 

even semester exam should occur in last week of April so that we can get enough time to 

prepare for even semester.  

 Saismruti patro 

 1.Students performance in assignment should be discussed.. 2.Interst in internship..  

 The teaching procedure is old,they have to improve on it. 

 Weeley exam and teach the lessons with real time examples 



 Provide quality education not only focus on syllabus,also conduct 

seminar,workshop,interactive classes... 

 1-If teachers are give the small project...then it will help for skill improvement..... 2-If they 

send us software company for study tour..... 3-Create a study atmosphere..... 4-

Appointment the teachers who can interact with students then students can get the 

suggestion for the great career in particular platform... 5-Give the time for covering all the 

syllabus in class... 

 The teachers and the institute should not allow too much of holidays to the students. 

Teachers are good enough for students but they have to sharp their knowledge also. 

 Need student Friendly environment rather than those political influenced environment 

 Teaching process can be far better 

 I'm just very happy with BERHAMPUR UNIVERSITY.  

 Provide computer facility to improve computer knowledge 

 The faculties should improve their skills and knowledge and take serious to each student 

of the class. Don't neglect the dim students. All aren't have same strength and knowledge. 

 Teachers should not be in their egos and they shou respond to students very politely 

therefore the students will obey or respect the teachers. This one is very big problem why 

students usually ignore teacher's words and don't follow them. 

 First of all to provide quality education teachers should encourage students to participate 

in extracurricular activities along with their study & also some programs like student 

exchange programs with other educational institutions, internship during holidays, regular 

educational conference should be made compulsory for the overall development of the 

students. All these should be made compulsory to have a fruitful outcome. It's the 

responsibility for any educational institution to maintain a peaceful & education friendly 

environment inside the campus which are not being seen nowadays due to intervention of 

politics inside the campus & some other factors. So a strict guidelines should be designed 

keeping in mind those factors & make all the institutions bound to follow the guidelines. 

And also various programmes like teachers orientation programmes, various training for 

teachers to make them updated with recent ICT should be made compulsory so that they 

can use those technology, experiences in their teaching to provide a qualitative education. 

 Use Of LCD . Talk about Experimental researches.  



 Suggestions: • Students semester answer papers evaluation includes partiality and unfair 

correction. • More focus should be given on practical field regarding employement of 

students. • Seminars and Public speaking to be done compulsory for every Student. 

 Quality education, improvement in syllabus,soft skills development 

 Department need more experienced professior and work shop for betterment of students. 

 Recuirement of more lecturer in physical and inorganic chemistry 

 To use ICT tools,to acquainte about weekness of students and help 

 thanks... 

 Here in our university, There is unavailablity of teacher. And I think this must be solve by 

our institute. 

 Administration should be more serious about various thing like exam and all 

 It's a very good institution and I m very happy to have this 

 1.Department library not are available and central library's books not available .totally 

library system is poor 2.Boys hostel management is worst 

 At first fullfilment of faculty and the coordination between 

 Make seminar regularly Teaching through ppt Weekly exam  

 There is required lab instrument s like NMR , XRD etc. and a seminar hall 

 Overall process of teaching and learning is very good 

 teachers should be more friendly and there should be more scope for experimental work 

 Students should be exposed to different dissertation program to evolve the scientific view 

of the student. 

 We require department wise library /reading room facilities , computer facilities , solution 

of the water problems and provide teaching staff . 

 Teaching staff is important,practical instrument and practical skill is very less.interesting 

syllabus also require.please give important to above problem..thanks. 

 


